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PRODUCTION SCHEDULING WITH GENETIC ALGORITHM
MIKLÓS GUBÁN1, ÁKOS GUBÁN2
Abstract: In this paper, we deal with the scheduling problem of systems that have similar
structure of the production-scheduling problem of assembly plants of discrete products. Firstly, the
definition of order controlled, assembly plant of discrete productions is given, together with the
problem of scheduling of inhomogeneous production lines. In the first part of this paper we give the
model of the problem; thereafter we suite the model to genetic Algorithm. In this part we align the
parameters of the well-known method to the parameters of our individual model. In the second part,
we analyze and examine the run results of our computer program. In this section we present specific
run results and show the system usability. In the last part we summarize when and in what
circumstances the system can be used.
Keywords: mathematical model, Genetic Algorithm, production scheduling, analysis, ANOVA,
normality test

1. Introduction
In this paper, we deal the scheduling problem of systems that have got similar structure
of the production-scheduling problem of assembly plants of discrete products. These
assembly plants have got more inhomogeneous production lines and the system is
controlled by orders of a period. Similarly to the digital service channels, the problems of
parallel transport routes, or the multichannel information transmission systems, etc. For
simplicity, the problem of the production scheduling is dealt and the terms of the
production scheduling are used for the modelling of the problem.
Firstly, the definition of order controlled, assembly plant of discrete productions is to
give, together with the problem of scheduling of inhomogeneous production lines.
The system of discrete products formulated in the introduction is a measurable piece of
product, and production time and cost of n-elements of the same products is k times the
production time and cost of a product (
. The system is controlled by orders, so the
orders of production period of the assembly plant have been known before manufacturing.
Therefore it is known which parts and how many parts are necessary to assembly the
products of the orders. In order to be compatible with other systems (for example pocket
transmission) each same products of a (virtual) order will be manufactured in a row in the
same production line. (In traditional production, this constraint can be omitted.)
Inhomogeneous production line means that the turnaround time and cost of manufacturing
of the products depend on the product type.
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2. The production scheduling system
After the basic definitions have been defined, the original problem will be given. The
assembly plant has got n production lines
. Denote
is the flexible
production line i. Every production line can manufacture every product. (If a line cannot
manufacture a product, then the manufacturing of that particular product would be assigned
to this line very long turnaround time and very high production cost.) The assembly plant
can manufacture (assemble) m different product types
. Our model do not contain
deadline, because it is assumed that the all possible solutions satisfy the criteria of deadline
of the orders. Formally it can be described: let
orders waiting for manufacturing be
in the system.
Denote
the serial j of the order i.
(1)
where is the number of the serials of order i.
Denote s the total number of serials of all orders
∑

∑

|

|

(2)

| |} be. This kind of serials cannot be divided into
further parts. Let ( )
be the number of serial
. It will be used the function
for further references. The model of the original system contains three matrices.
These matrices connect the products with lines. The first matrix is the turnaround time of
the product types on the lines, the second is the unit cost of the product types on the lines,
and the third is resetting time of the product types on the lines. Formally these are
[ ] is turnaround time of product j on line i.
[ ] is manufacturing cost of product
j on line i.
[
]
[
] is resetting time and cost from serial
j to serial l on line i.
For example, let

{

The main goal of solving this problem is to find the optimal or near-optimal allocation
satisfied the conditions of the original model. Its aim is twofold. Two achieving goals are
minimizing the costs and minimizing the lead time. It seems the objective function has got
two opposite components. If the goal is to minimize the costs, then every serial will be
assigned to its optimal production line in the best result. If the optimal production line of
every serial is same, then the lead time would be maximal. And vice versa, if every serial is
assigned to the line with optimal lead time, then every serial might be assigned to the
production line with highest cost. It seems the optimal result is between them.
For these cases, it is important to know the total leading time ( ) and manufacturing
cost ( ) of the production line j for an assignment X. Easier handling suppose that
(It means that before the first serial is not reset.)
Let an optimization task formulate above system which will create all series on a
production line, the following objectives are met at least one goal:
1. minimal lead time;
2. minimal manufacturing cost;
3. the “compromise” objective function between time and cost.
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In this paper the third case will be examined, because the follow objective function
handles cases 1 and 2:
∑
(3)
In the first case let

in the second case let

.

3. The Mathematical Model
3.1. The Condition System. Let
[
] where denote
assigned to manufacturing element k of production line j.
{
}

that the serial i is
(4)

Fig. 1. The hypermatrix X

Each series is assigned to only one production line, and only one manufacturing
number:
∑ ∑
(5)
Each production line, and within a production serial number is assigned to up one
series:
∑
(6)
The series is assigned to the first numbers of production line. The following condition
shows this:
∑
∑
(7)
3.2. Objective function. Let trunc function be the following
{

(8)

The manufacturing cost of the production line j is
∑

∑

(9)
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The resetting cost of the production line j is
∑

∑

∑

(

)

(10)

The total cost of the production line j is
∑
∑

∑

∑

∑

(

)

(11)

The manufacturing time of the production line j is
∑

∑

(12)

The resetting time of the production line j is
∑

∑

∑

(

)

(13)

Total manufacturing time of the production line j is

∑

∑

∑

∑

∑

(

)

(14)

The total objective function is
{

∑

∑

∑
(

}

∑
∑

∑

∑

{

))
(

∑

} (∑

(∑
))

∑
∑
(15)

4. Solving the task of the mathematical model
4.1. Previous solving methods and examinations. The main problem is the size of the
model of the original problem. In case of n number of lines and 1 orders, then the size of
∑
problem will be
. For example in case of 4 lines and 50 orders
then the size would be
.
Solving this problem with exact method is very difficult, so we used heuristic methods
earlier.
The first used heuristic method was a special greedy algorithm. This solving method
was based on combining the same product, and then the group of products assigned to the
lines is depended on the parameters of objective function. Then the peak assignment was
eliminated by “manual” tuning. This result was useful, but the efficiency analysis showed
that the appropriate target was not reached for every order.
The next experiment was solving with the Ant Colony Algorithm (ACO). Running
results of software were examined by statistical analysis and the results of ACO showed big
difference. It was very difficult to determine whether the result was close to optimum. But
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the advantage of this solving method is that two parameters (leading time and cost) were
handled at the same time and the relationship between the two parameters was controlled
easily.
As expected, if the number of the step and number of agents were increased then it
would get better average objective value. Surprisingly minimum aggregate objective value
was given by less step number. But average objective value was less with 1.5% for larger
number of steps.
It is clear, this method is not convergent, only low objective value could be earned in
case of many agents, and long runtime and pheromone value prorated path length. Not
worthwhile to examine in detail, because the results of the examined test data (about 1000
runs) with same parameters can be very different. It was established that the ACO good for
pre-processing to other methods. Hereafter Genetic Algorithm will be used which is more
effective and proved convergent method. The results of ACO will be used for creating of
initial population of GA.
The results of ACO give good individuals of initial population because the individuals
are “away” from each other relatively.
4.2. The structure of a chromosome. The method is based on a well-designed
chromosome. If the chromosome with locuses can be determined effectively then it will
give a good chance to create a useful method.
In the first step the number of chromosomal genes is determined
(16)
Assign an integer number to every serial of the original problem with function (
(Table I.). Structure of chromosome shows the Table II.
Table I. Function (

)

)

Table II. Structure of chromosome

Denote:
: production line ji is assigned to serial i.
: production sequence number of serial i on the line ji (production sequence). It is
not important the strict sequence (1,2,…,ki), only the order of the values determines the
sequence of serials on the line. If two serials have got same values, then the serial with
lower sequence number will be manufactured first. This consideration will accelerate the
algorithm (every result will be possible result). For example in Table III.
Table III. An example for a chromosome
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In the Table III. two lines (#0 and #1) is used with 5 locuses of a chromosome. The first
gray block shows that the serial #1 assigned to line #0
The serial #1 has got sequential number 10 and the serial #4 has got sequential number
2 on the line #0. The serial #2 has got sequential number 4, the serial #3 has got sequential
number 3 and the serial #5 has got sequential number 4 on the line #1. The allocation can
be seen on Table IV.
Table IV. An example for an allocation

The order number and the order serial number can be decoded from the Table I. The
product type and number of an order can be decoded from these numbers with function
( ). (The number of an order is assigned to serial
.) Resetting cost and leading time
can be determined from these numbers easily.
4.2.1. Crossover. Denote p the number of population.
The first operator of GA is the crossover. This operator creates two new individuals
(offspring) from two parent individuals. In the scheduling problem two new allocations will
be created from two older allocations. The algorithm will be the following:
Let CRV be a random integer value from interval [1,..., ] (half of number of
population). CRV is the number of crossovers.
1. Choose two individuals randomly from the actual population.
2. Choose a crossover position POS from interval [1,...,2s] and a value LEN from
interval [1,…,2s – POS]. (POS shows which locus is the start locus of the crossover
and LEN shows the number of locus will be changed.)
3. Create the two new chromosomes changed locuses of two parents from position
POS with length LEN. For example see Table V.
4. Do with step 2 and 3 CRS times.
For example, let two chromosomes be given in Table V. Let he start point be 2 and
length of crossover be 6 (Table VI.).
Table V. Chromosomes of the parents

Table VI. Chromosomes of the offspring
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Denote: The length of crossover can be an odd number. Then the value of sequence
number of manufacturing is unchanged in the serial 4, only number of production line is
changed. This result is possible as described above.
4.2.2. Mutation. The role of mutation is to add chromosomes into population which would
never added to the population simply by crossover. Mutation is executed for only one gene.
Gene can be a production line or a gene of sequence number.
Let MUT be a random integer value from interval [1,..., ] (half of number of
population). This value determines how many mutations will be executed.
1. Choose MUT individuals from the population.
2. Choose the first individual.
3. Choose a locus randomly from this individual. If it has got even number then
generate an integer value from interval [1,…,s] and change value of locus with this
value.
4. If it has got odd number then generate an integer value from interval [0,…, n – 1]
and change value of locus with this value.
5. Choose the next (if there are elements) individual of selected individuals and go to
step 3.
4.2.3. Selection. The combination of two selection methods will be used:
 fitness proportional selection,
 elite list selection.
Let

[ ] be number of chromosomes created with genetic operations. Then the

number of the old and new individuals is
[ ]. Search the chromosome with the
best fitness value. If more than one individual are found then choose one of them randomly.
This individual will be the first element of new population. After then choose p – 1
individuals from q – 1 new chromosomes.
Let the number of new population be p. Calculate the fitness value of all chromosomes
(evaluating). Sort the individuals of population in descending order. After then calculate the
next cumulative value for every individuals:
∑
( )
(17)
Generate a random integer value from interval [0,…,Fm]. Choose the index i based on
the following criteria
(18)
and
(19)
If this individual has been chosen then repeat this procedure again.
Eventually it will be got a population with p individuals.
4.2.4. Convergence of procedure. This procedure will converge to optimum. The
convergence is provided by two facts. One of them is the fitness value is bounded below
(the values of fitness cannot be negative). The other fact is the elite list selection. With the
elite list selection the best individuals of population will be added in the new population. So
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the smallest fitness value of the new population is less or equal than the smallest fitness
value of the previous population. So the best fitness values of populations form a
monotonically decreasing sequence. Consequently the sequence is convergent.
The question is this sequence will converge to the optimum. The convergence to
optimum of GA is proved in [1].

5. Analysis of runtime results
150 random runtime results were analysed in every case. The results given by the
method are examined depending on parameters. In the case of examined samples when
turnaround time is optimized then the turnaround time cannot be less than 16163 time unit
and cost cannot be less than 18494 cost units. If the cost is optimized then the turnaround
time cannot be less than 18189.75 time unit and the cost cannot less be then 18189.75 cost
units.
The following sample will be examined in several cases. Figure 2. shows the result with
parameter  = 1. It seems the system seeks a uniform load.

Fig. 2. Uniform allocation in case of parameter  = 1;
Allocation in case of high manufacturing cost

It seems that the system ignores the line with high cost.
5.1. Analysis of the dependence on the number of population. The results was examined
with  = 0.9 and β = 0.1 and 4000 new populations in which were 10 or 20 or 30
individuals. Table VII. shows the descriptive statistics data.
Table VII. Descriptive Statistics data

In the first step normality of sample was analyzed, Table VIII. shows that all three cases
followed a normal distribution, so averages and deviations can analyzed. (Software SPSS
V20 was used for examination.)
Homogeneity of variance is met according to The Levene test.
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Table VIII. Normality test

Table IX. Bonferroni test of aggregated data

According to ANOVA the equality of the average cannot be accepted, so Post –hoc tests
have to be used:
Table X. An example for an allocation

As shown in Table X. the population with 10 individuals different from populations
with 20 or 30 significantly, but the population with 20 individuals is not significant
difference from population with 30 (95%). Obviously the difference decreases
stochastically since the method is convergent.
The cost parameter is normally distributed, too. The average of cost is same with
previous case.
The expected values of turnaround time are significantly remained the same, because
the main optimizing parameter is the cost (weighted with 0.9).
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Table XI. ANOVA of turnaround

5.2. Examination of running number. In the following examination running number is
the variable (for values 1000, 2000 an 3000) and the change will affect the results of the
runs. Its value of total objective function will examined without its components. Table XII.
shows that the sample following normal distribution can acceptable.
Table XII. Descriptive statistics and results of the test

According to the ANOVA test and Post-hoc analysis the equality of averages can be
rejected so the averages difference significantly for all groups.
Table XIII. Tests of step variables

It can be stated that the average of the values of the objective function will be less for
larger step number. The distributions cannot be same so there were very different for 3000
runs. The values are shifted to the left, so every value generated are lower than in other two
cases.
5.3. Examination of the different parameters. In the following examination the
parameters alpha and beta will changed. In order to examine the values of total objective
function and its components will got during the runs. If the rate of components of the
objective function is changed then it will got interesting results. (The values of total
objective function are listed detailed. Every sample follows a normal distribution, so the
expected value will be examined.)
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Table XIV. Test of aggregated data

It is proved by ANOVA test and Post-hoc analysis. The first and fourth samples are
consistencies, and third and fourth are consistencies.
The results of the turnaround time are worse; between the averages of samples was no
consistency.
It can see (Table XIV.) if the parameter beta is increased then the costs of results will be
less.
The examination shows that the values of total objective function have no relationship
with parameters for changing parameters alpha and beta. This may be because orders of
magnitude of cost and turnaround time are very different in the objective function.
According to analysis changing of parameters alpha and beta cannot be arbitrary.
Increasing of number of the population or increasing of step number of runs reduce
stochastically the difference between the optimum given by the runs and the real optimum,
so
([
]
)
([
]
) if l > k
(20)
and
([
]
)
([
]
) if i > j
(21)
The selecting of parameters alpha and beta is more interesting question. The total
objective function are very sensitive for these parameters, so these parameters must be
defined precisely for the practically problems. The values of the parameters depend on
which parameter is preferred in the given production system. The selection of appropriate
values should be run more runs of simulation real orders.

6. Conclusions
The first goal was to create an exact mathematical model of the problem. It was
important to create an informatics model of GA.
What caused the unreliability of the earlier heuristic method? According to analysis the
results only can be near the optimum in special case for this problem. Unfortunately the
solution of ACO behaved differently. The advantage of this solution method was the
bypassing of problem of parameters alpha and beta. The method handled automatically cost
and turnaround time and therefore the solution method did not give a perfect solution.
Unfortunately, the results were possible solutions, but not optimal solutions.
The third goal was to give a GA model connected to the mathematical model. The
original model of GA can be adapted with a small change, because chromosomes of
scheduling problem are specially. The genes have got two special members, so the genetic
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operators must be adapted for this special structure. The created chromosomes and
operators are suitable for the task of the scheduling model.
The role of parameters was showed by analysis. This analysis helped to present that the
given solution of GA is useful in the practice. The result of this analysis was the parameter
expect two parameters (alpha and beta) can be predetermined. In this paper the special
production line was not presented. These special cases have been analysed and these lines
behaved as expected.
Further plans are the handling of the stochastically requirement of the production lines (JIT)
and handling of special rescheduling problems (accidental failures, etc.) with handling of
spare time generated automatically.
Summarize, it can be told that a mathematical model has been created for the original
problem, and the GA method connected to the model solves the scheduling problem
effectively. The conducted analyse proves the corresponding of the results and shows the
sensitivity of the system.
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